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The Learning Academy
has landed!

NUS VP (Union Development) Ali
Milani has just launched the
Learning Academy. The education
portal will transform learning in the
student movement through
improved, accessible training
courses - empowering us to take on
the challenges of the sector.

Mental health first aid training is
coming to your SU

NUS VP (Welfare) Izzy Lenga will be rolling
out Mental Health First Training, one of the
first courses to feature on the newly
launched Learning Academy! The course,
which has been designed alongside Mental
Health First Aid England, will qualify you to
become a mental health first aider; helping
to ensure that wellbeing and welfare
remain top of your agenda.

Celebrating ten years of Green
Impact

NUS hosted a parliamentary reception to
celebrate ten years of its sustainable
behaviour-change programme, Green
Impact. The scheme has expanded from
operating in SUs, to universities, colleges,
hospitals, fire stations and other
institutions as well - even abroad!

What can you do for
World AIDs Day?

World Aids Day is coming up on
Friday 1 December so our LGBT+
officers have complied a list of the
ways you can mark it, and why it
is so important. Tell us what your
SU will be doing via @NUS_LGBT.

Disability History Month: disabled
people of colour are here to
thrive

As Disability History Month continues, NUS
activists, Jade Hall-Smith and Tasnim
Hassan, discuss the challenges facing
disabled people of colour. 

Estranged Students Solidarity
Week

Download your NUS LGBT+ Campaign and
Stand Alone Estranged Students
Solidarity Campaign Guide. Plus, find out
why estrangement matters and why we’re
standing #WithEstrangedStudents. 
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Fighting Transmisogyny Tour

We're looking for SUs to host Fighting
Transmisogyny Tour stops in December,
January, and February. The tour will
explore how to recognise and challenge
transmisogyny within feminist, LGBT+
movements and society. 

Higher Education Research Act
consultation responses

Join us in responding to the government’s
higher education consultations, and claim
your stake in changing the face of HE.
Pledge to respond to a gov't HE
consultation, find the Quality Code
Guidance here and Regulatory framework
guidance here.
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